
SPECIALITY CATALOGUE
A  COMPLETE  SOLUT ION  FOR  

ALL  YOUR  HO .RE .CA  NEEDS



Saimex ,  since  it 's  inception  in  1998

has  been  providing  a  wide  range  of

products   including  commecial

kitchen  equipment  for  hotels ,

restaurants ,  hospitals  and  fast  food

chains  throughout  the  country .

We  also  provide  high  quality

repairing  and  maintenance  making

us  one  of  the  leading  companies  in

the  f ield  of  professional  kitchen

equipment  including  coffee

machines ,  gelato  machines  bakery

equipment  and  more  in  India ,

Nepal ,  Sri  Lanka ,  Afghanistan  and

Bhutan .  

Our  services  are  made

unsurpassable  with  cutting  edge

serivice  and  technology .  It  has  been

our  priority  to  only  provide  our

clients  with  internationally

competitive  equipment  of  the  f inest

quality  money  can  buy .  

ABOUT US



OUR ESTEEMED CLIENTS



OUR ESTEEMED CLIENTS



INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
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Victoria  Arduino  was  born  in  the  early  20th

century  in  a  period  of  great  cultural ,  social

and  industrial  transformation ,  whose

foundations  are  to  break  with  tradition  and

enhance  progress .

Pier  Teresio  Arduino ,  who  earned  his  l iving  as

a  clerk ,  got  involved  in  this  innovative  wind

and  in  1905  he  created  his  first  espresso

machine  which  he  called  Victoria ,  indicating

the  achievement  of  his  dream ,  of  his  goal .

The  idea  that  inspires  the  espresso  coffee

machine  was  born ,  in  fact ,  taking  inspiration

from  the  steam  train  and  the  concept  of

preparing  a  coffee  quickly .  The  espresso

machine ,  the  train  are  all  inventions  that

completely  changed  the  perception  of

distance  and  time ,  bringing  the  continents

closer  together .

VICTORIA ARDUINO
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Gravimetric Programing

Program your doses by weight! The
machine has been integrated with
scales to help you extract the perfect
espresso



T3

Using the T3
technology one can
independently set
the temperature for
each group head.
Allowing different
blends to be
customised in the
machine. 

Steam Boiler - T1
Coffee Boiler - T2
Dispensing Group -
T3



On Demand Customisation







Ready To Take Flight

It is a machine built completely in steel and
aluminum. The sides are made with
'aluminum slats' which give the hull the
appearance of the wings of an eagle. All the
controls have been designed to blend
aesthetics and functionality, with particular
attention to the ergonomic aspect, in order
to guarantee the barista the possibility of
working better and in total safety.









On Demand Customisation



















Preapre for the 4th Wave of CoffeePreapre for the 4th Wave of CoffeePreapre for the 4th Wave of Coffee

With the worlds most advancedWith the worlds most advancedWith the worlds most advanced   

Espresso MachineEspresso MachineEspresso Machine





Powered by Latest
Technologies Like

Gravimetrics
Clima Pro 2.0
Energy Saving
Variable Speed Burrs
85 mm Titanium Burrs

Mythos 2 
Specialty Coffee Grinder



The dose of grind coffee
produced is  measured
by its actual weight and
in the quantity
necessary. The patented
system guarantees
maximum precision 

Gravimetrics



The Variable Speed
burrs of the Mythos 2

allow optimal grinding
conditions for a

multitude of coffees.
And allows you to

program 6 different
settings for 3 different

coffees at once!

Variable Speed



Monsterous 85mm Titanium Burrs!





Powered by Technologies
Like

Clima Pro 
Clump Crusher System
75mm Titanium Burrs
Burr set life of over 1.5 Tonnes

Mythos 1 
Specialty Coffee Grinder



This special technology
allows the grinders to grind
coffee at a neutral
temperature at even the
highest volumes thus
allowing you to extract the
best out of multiple types of
coffees of all kinds

Clima Pro



The grinder has been
engineered to be efficiently

consume electricty and
minimize coffee wastage

Eco-Friendly











































Helios 80

Specialty Coffee Grinder

With grinding speeds up to

7.5 g/sec  the Helios 80 is

one of the fastest grinders in

the industry today!





Atom 75
Specialty Coffee Grinder

800 Watt Motor

75mm Flat Burrs

Silent Technology

Anti Clump & Static System

Micrometric Stepless Grinding




